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4.1 Introduction

Cardiovascular disease remains the leading cause of death in the world. Percutaneous
coronary intervention with the guidance of X-ray coronary angiography (XCA) has
been routinely applied into the clinic since XCA is an imaging modality capable of
observing internal structures and functions with superior spatiotemporal resolution.
Apart from interventional guidance, XCA is assumed to be an important reference for
better detection and treatment of impaired myocardial perfusion. Current XCA-
guided coronary artery revascularization via stent implantation solely reconstructs the
perfusion of main epicardial arteries. However, whether this artery revascularization
could improve the distal microcirculation and accordingly lead to desired therapeutic
effect on the acute myocardial ischemic heart diseases is not easily evaluated in preop-
erative and postoperative assessment. This is because the distal microcirculation on the
most important parts of the coronary tree is poorly assessed by traditional XCA analy-
sis. To solve this challenging problem, this chapter introduces machine-learning-based
XCA analysis methods to extract and visualize the heterogeneous XCA vessels at
pixel -level resolution.

Although XCA images are widely used in the clinic, the visibility of vessels (espe-
cially distal vessels) in XCA images is very poor due to complex spatiotemporal pat-
terns of disturbances with the following reasons. XCA represents complex 2D/3D
(2D1 time) low-contrast structures of contrast-filled vessels by 2D projection of low
dose X-ray imaging, which is badly overlapped by various background structures (e.g.,
catheters, bones, diaphragms, and lungs) and be simultaneously degraded by tissue-
dependent noises and different motion patterns (i.e., respiratory and cardiac motions,
as well as other tissue deformations during intervention). Furthermore, due to the bad
effect of fastly evanesced contrast agents that are rapidly diffused inside the vessel net-
works, XCA vessels have fast change of inhomogeneous intensities that are disturbed
with different vessel-like noisy structures and motion patterns.
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Recently, extracting contrast-filled vessels from XCA data has gradually attracted atten-
tion and achieved some developments along with some advancements in medical imaging
and machine learning [1]. Specifically, robust subspace learning [2] via decomposition into
low-rank plus sparse matrices [3] has proven to effectively separate moving objects from
the background. Based on the fact that XCA sequence can be modeled as a sum of low-
rank background structures and sparsely distributed foreground contrast-filled vessels,
robust principal component analysis (RPCA) [4�8] is effectively exploited to extract the
moving contrast agents of vessel networks from the noisy complex backgrounds.
However, various RPCA-based methods [5�11] still cannot perfectly extract the contrast-
filled vessels from the dynamic and complex backgrounds that have nonlocally coupled
properties of low rankness, motion patterns, and vessel-like noisy artifacts.

With the popularity of data-driven deep learning in medical imaging including car-
diac image segmentation [12], recent patch-based [13,14] or image-based [15,16] deep
learning works have designed convolutional neural networks (CNN) [13,17] and
encoder-decoder architectures [14�16,18] to segment entire vessel networks from the
XCA sequences. By exploring various prior knowledges with image enhancement
[13,16], attention mechanism [15], and transfer learning strategy [16,17], these deep
learning-based methods have indeed improved the vessel segmentation performances.
But there are still challenges or limitations in the noisy annotated datasets [19,20] and
class imbalance problems [15].

By embracing the challenge in highlighting the minority class of foreground vessels
from the majority class of complex backgrounds in XCA, we were inspired to enjoy the
advantage of having taken the opposite tack by masking the initially segmented vessels as
missing entries of backgrounds, such that our recently published work [21] completed the
whole backgrounds of XCA via tensor completion of background layer and then sub-
tracted the completed background layer from whole XCA sequence to well recover the
heterogeneous vessels’ shape and intensity. This chapter provides an overview of these
related works in Section 4.2, and introduces our recent machine learning-based works on
the RPCA-based vessel extraction in Section 4.3, encoder�decoder-based deep vessel seg-
mentation networks with XCA-dedicated architecture design in Section 4.4, and hetero-
geneous vessel recovery with tensor completion of background layer in Section 4.5. The
final discussion and conclusion are given in Section 4.6.

4.2 Related works

Most blood vessel extraction or vessel segmentation methodologies were reviewed in
the papers [22,23] and recently updated in the works [24�27]. These review papers
have mostly focused on various medical imaging modalities such as magnetic reso-
nance angiography, computed-tomography angiography but rarely on XCA.
Currently, there are few works dealing with vessel extraction for XCA, except for the
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review [28] on reconstruction of high-contrast coronary arteries from X-ray angiography
by focusing on the theoretical features in model-based tomographic reconstruction of cor-
onary arteries. Generally, XCA vessel extraction works can be classified as three types of
methodologies. First, earlier works extract blood vessels via digital subtraction angiography
(DSA) that subtracts a precontrast mask image from later contrast images to clearly visualize
the contrast-enhanced blood vessels and remove the interfering backgrounds. However,
this simple technique has difficulty in handling vessels with a lot of motion artifacts since
the vessels’ surrounding backgrounds always have local tissue motions, noisy intensity var-
iations, and interventional changes during DSA imaging. To reduce the motion artifact,
image registration method is required to match the locally deformed mask images to the
live images for minimizing their dissimilarity. Coupling with RPCA-based vessel enhance-
ment method, the authors in the work [29] have generated a vascular roadmap that
enables visualization of an entire blood vessel by combining multiple enhanced images
with image registration. However, the registration-based vessel extraction methods have
an unsolved challenging problem of nonrigid image registration with local large deforma-
tions and noncorresponding outlier features [30,31], therefore they cannot ensure the effi-
ciency in reducing the sensitivity to the outlier features and motion artifacts of XCA
imaging with the locally deformed backgrounds.

Second, most XCA vessel extraction methods generally belong to the machine
learning-based algorithms by combining various model-based methods with various
vessel filtering techniques including nonlinear and nonlocal filtering methods
[24�27,32,33]. These integrated vessel extraction approaches usually involve two
steps: a filtering step for enhancing and extracting vessel-like features and a mode-
based classification step for highlighting the featured vessel pixels from the back-
grounds. After the XCA images were denoised and enhanced, the model-based
methods usually have highlighted the target vessels for further vessel refinements by
formulating it as an energy optimization problem [1], which have included motion
layer separation such as low-rank plus sparse decomposition modeling [4] (see
Section 4.3), deformable models such as active contour [34], graph-based modeling
[35], minimal path optimization [36�38], and tube-like or tree-like structure tracking
model [39]. Among these model-based methods, the active contour models with level
set evolution are developed and classified into region-based and edge-based models
with various improvements for image segmentation. It has recently been proven that
the hybrid variants combining both region and edge information [34] can improve the
vessel segmentation performance. But these methods are usually sensitive to model ini-
tialization and have limited performances in extracting the real vessels with intensity
inhomogeneity as well as varied vessel shapes and topologies from many vessel-like
blurry edges in complex backgrounds. Furthermore, the tube-like structure tracking
models [36�38] have attracted some research attentions recently. However, due to
the low-contrast intensity inhomogeneities, complex noise distributions, background
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overlaps, pathology and surgical changes, vessel tracking methods always result in early
termination of vessel evolution when the matching between the vessel model itself
and the image data in the current model neighborhood is not easily computed by
both the deterministic and statistical tracking approaches.

For the filtering methods, more advanced vessel filtering methods are proposed to lift
original low-dimensional image data to a high-dimensional space exploring the lifted data’s
multidimensional and multiscale information about the local and nonlocal curvilinear fea-
tures such as orientations, phases, intensity profiles, and high-level topological and geomet-
ric features [28,33]. The nonlocal similarity-based filtering [40,41] has proven to perform
well in aggregating similar patches for X-ray image denoising. In addition, new nonlocal
computation schemes including the multiscale superpixels handling different vessel scales
[42], nonlocal weighted fuzzy energy term in active contour models [43], and the frac-
tional calculus [44,45] enabling long-range interaction have proven to well enhance the
edge- and ridge-like features from the noisy backgrounds in medical imaging.
Furthermore, inspired by the phase congruency model [46] having robustness to noise and
being invariant to changes in contrast, some image enhancement methods have exploited
the phase congruency based feature indicator called phase symmetry and phase asymmetry
[44,47,48] to detect edge- and ridge-like features such as 2D/3D vessels. The high-level
vessel feature representations have benefited subsequent classification of enhanced vessel
features from complex and dynamic backgrounds. However, this vessel-feature enhance-
ment filtering simultaneously enhances the background structures with similar vessel-like
features to introduce more difficulty in subsequent vessel classification or vessel tracking.
The vessel feature representations are also very important in the model-based vessel track-
ing methods after model initialization, where the current model’s neighboring topological
and geometric features are exploited to steer the evolution of model-based vessel tracking.

Third, as medical imaging data and computer power become increasingly available
in our life, various data-driven deep learning network architectures have learned the
end-to-end mapping between training images and their corresponding manually anno-
tated binary ground truth maps for medical image segmentation [49,50]. By assigning
a vessel or nonvessel label to each pixel, typical supervised vessel segmentation gener-
ally consists of training and testing. In the training stage, the method simultaneously
learns the features and classification parameters for classifying the pixels from known
labels (ground truth). After that, in test stage, the trained classifier is examined on pre-
viously unseen pixels. Generally, most current deep learning-based vessel segmentation
methods are built from the encoder�decoder architectures including fully convolu-
tional networks and U-Net [15,16,18], which learn to map input data of arbitrary sizes
into a high-level feature representation with contextual information by an encoding
function and then predict the output with the same size from the feature representa-
tion and recover the pixel-wise spatial detail back to the original domain. On the one
hand, fusing prior knowledge about target vessels into neural network architecture
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such as channel attention and loss function [15], as well as preprocessing and postpro-
cessing modules (such as conditional random field module) will certainly improve the
vessel segmentation performance. On the other hand, incorporating graphical models
[14] and classical model-based machine learning such as active contour models [50]
into multiscale data-driven deep neural networks will enable a full exploration of con-
textual information about geometrical and topological features to effectively refine the
vessel segmentation. Unfortunately, most existing vessel segmentation methods are
solely developed for the purpose of vessel shape recovery. To the best of our knowl-
edge, automated vessel extraction with inhomogeneous intensity recovery from XCA
images is currently an unexplored task. This chapter therefore for the first time pre-
sents the complete procedures for heterogeneous vessel extraction with intensity
recovery. Fig. 4.1 displays the whole procedure of this chapter: we first present motion
coherency regularized RPCA called MCR-RPCA (https://github.com/Binjie-Qin/
MCR-RPCA) [5] for extracting foreground vessels from the noisy backgrounds in
Section 4.3. Our sequential vessel segmentation network called SVS-net [15] is pre-
sented in Section 4.4 to demonstrate its segmentation of entire XCA vessel networks.
In Section 4.5, we introduce the work of vessel region background completion with
t-TNN tensor completion (VRBC-t-TNN) for accurately recovering the heteroge-
neous vessel network’s shapes and intensities. This heterogeneous-vessel extraction is
ready for further microcirculation analysis in the clinic.

4.3 MCR-RPCA: motion coherency regularized RPCA for vessel extraction

4.3.1 Motivation and problems
We viewed the XCA images as high dimensional video frames that have moving con-
trast agents continuously flowing inside vascular networks, which are distributed and
overlapped within the complex backgrounds and artifacts, resulting in a big challenge
for XCA analysis [5]. Fortunately, we have observed that XCA data have two specific
structural characteristics, for example, the sparsity of moving contrast agent, and the
similarity of background tissue structures. Then we naturally asked ourselves the ques-
tion: How to simultaneously leverage the sparsity of foreground contrast agents and
the similarity of the sequential backgrounds? Low-rank plus sparse modeling [2] is an
effective tool to detect sparse outliers from the observed background images that are
approximated with low rankness. Specifically, RPCA has been proposed in the classic
work of Candès et al. [3] by decomposing the whole video data into low-rank plus
sparse matrices with a convex optimization problem. Thereafter various RPCA models
are exploited to outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms in many applications [4].

To directly extract the contrast-filled blood flow in vessel trajectories, the spatio-
temporal sparseness and consistency of vessel trajectories within RPCA framework
have been exploited in our work MCR-RPCA [5]. Specifically, based on the sparse
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and low-rank modeling of foreground/background in XCA imaging, MCR-RPCA
used a statistically structured RPCA first to identify all candidate foreground vessels.
Then, we imposed total variation minimization on the foreground vessel trajectories
in modeling the spatiotemporal contiguity and smoothness within RPCA modeling to
eliminate the backgrounds remained in the candidates.

4.3.2 Candidate contrast-filled vessel detection via statistically
structured MoG-RPCA
Observing that the candidate foreground vessel regions are sparsely clustered and corre-
lated within curvilinear structures, we introduced structured sparsity constraint in RPCA

Figure 4.1 The whole procedure of extracting heterogeneous vessels in XCA for microcirculation
analysis. (1) The MCR-RPCA directly separated the heterogeneous foreground vessels from the
backgrounds. (2) The deep network SVS-net segmented the vessel masks from the sequential XCA
images. (3) The VRBC-t-TNN method was used to complete the background regions of vessel masks
for subsequently subtracting the completed background layers from the overall XCA data to
recover the heterogeneous vessel network’s shapes and intensities. XCA, X-ray coronary angiogra-
phy; MCR-RPCA, motion coherency regularized RPCA.
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for extracting all candidate contrast-filled vessels. However, the real structural pattern in
foreground regions is full of the overlapping structures of vessels and other tissues via 2D
X-ray projection. To sparsely regularized the complex contrast-filled vessels in the sparse
matrix S, we associated the matrix S with noisy disturbances to model the moving con-
trast agents as a mixture of statistical structures and complex noise. Specifically, we applied
mixture of Gaussian (MoG) model to statistically construct MoG-based RPCA [51] for
separating the candidate contrast-filled vessels from the complex backgrounds. In fact, this
MoG-RPCA has proven to achieve high detection rate of foreground moving object in
some rigorous experimental evaluations using both synthetic and real videos [52].

Assuming D5L1S where D;L;SAℝm3 n are the original XCA sequence, low-
rank backgrounds, and sparsely distributed vessels, respectively, we set each sij in sparse
matrix S with the following MoG distribution:

p
�
sij μ; τ; zij

�
5LK

k51N
�
sij μk; τ

21
k

�zijk
p
�
zij π

�
5LK

k51π
zijk
k

��������� ð4:1Þ

where zij is associated with sij to have a 1-of-K indicator vector
zijkA 0; 1f g;PK

k51 zijk5 1. π5 π1; . . .πKð Þ is a mixing coefficient vector with
πkA 0; 1f g representing the existence probability of the kth Gaussian component
having

PK
k51 πk 5 1. μ5 μ1; . . .;μK

� 	
and τ5 τ1; . . .; τKð Þ with μk and τk being the

mean and precision (inverse variances) of the k-th Gaussian component, respectively.
Here Z is an m3 n3K array with the ði; j; kÞth element denoted by zijk to facilitate
the following description.

The Gaussian-Gamma distribution was used to model the parameters μk and τk
with the Dirichlet distribution modeling the mixing coefficient π

p μk; τk
� 	

5N μk μ0k; β
21
0 τ21

k

�� 	
UGam τk α0;χ0

�� 	
p πð Þ5Dir π η0

�� 	��� ð4:2Þ

where μ0k is the mean of the kthGaussian component, Gam Uð Þ is the Gamma distribu-
tion with hyperparameters α0, β0, and χ0 being set to be small deterministic value
(e.g., 1025) to obtain broad hyperpriors. Dir π η0

�� 	�
denotes the Dirichlet distribution

parameterized by η05 η01; . . .; η0K
� 	

.
For low-rank background modeling in MoG-RPCA, the LAℝm3 n with rank

l#min m; nð Þ was set to be the product of UAℝm3R and VAℝn3R with R. l:

L5UVT 5
XR

r51
uUrv

T
Ur ð4:3Þ

where uUr(vUr ) is the rth column of U(V). The low-rank nature of L is to achieve col-
umn sparsity in U and V by setting the following priors on U and V:

p uUrð Þ5N uUr 0; γ21
r Im

�� 	
; p vUrð Þ5N vUr 0; γ21

r In
�� 	�� ð4:4Þ
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where I denotes identity matrix. The conjugate prior on each precision variable is

p γr
� 	

5Gam
�
γr ja0; b0

	
~ γr

a021exp 2b0γr
� 	 ð4:5Þ

where a0 and b0 are treated as small deterministic parameters to obtain broad hyperpriors.
The common precision variable γr leading to large precision values of some γrs can result
in a good low-rank estimate of L [53]. After the above-mentioned combination of
equations, we modeled the MoG-RPCA to achieve the candidate contrast-filled vessel
detection, which turned to infer the posterior p U;V;Z;μ; τ;π; γ Dj Þð of all involved
variables, where Z5 zij


 �
;μ5 μ1; . . .;μK

� 	
; τ5 τ1; . . .; τKð Þ, and γ5 γ1; . . .; γR

� 	
.

To get variational inference of the posterior of MoG-RPCA, we computed the
true posterior p x Dj Þð with an approximation distribution q xð Þ by minimizing the
Kullback�Leibler (KL) divergence between p x Dj Þð and q xð Þ, that is,
min
qAC KL q:p

� 	
52

Ð
q xð Þln p x Dj Þ=q xð Þ� �

dx



, where C denotes the set of probability
densities with certain constraints to make the minimization tractable. If we partition
the elements of x into disjoint groups xif g, q xð Þ is then generally assumed to be factor-
ized as q xð Þ5Liqi xið Þ. The solution for each group xj


 �
, with the others fixed, can

then be obtained by

q�j xj
� 	

5
exp Ei 6¼j lnp x;Dð Þ� � 	Ð
exp Ei 6¼j lnp x;Dð Þ� � 	

dxj
ð4:6Þ

where p x;Dð Þ is the joint distribution of parameter x and observations D, and Ei 6¼j U½ �
denotes the expectation with respect to xis except xj. The solution for each group
xj


 �
can then be approached by alternatively optimizing each qj xj

� 	
by Eq. (4.6). The

posterior distribution of MoG-RPCA is factorized as the following form:

q U;V;Z;μ; τ;π; γð Þ5Liq uiUð ÞLjq vjU
� 	

Lijq zij
� 	

Lkq μk; τk
� 	

q πð ÞLrq γr
� 	 ð4:7Þ

where uiUðvjUÞ is the ith (jth) row of UðVÞ. The estimation of candidate foreground
and low-rank background components via MoG-RPCA can then be derived by esti-
mating all the factorized distributions involved in the above equation as follows.

4.3.2.1 Estimation of candidate foreground component
To estimate the parameters μ; τ;Z and π involved in the foreground vessel detection,
we got the following update equation for each parameter using the prior imposed in
Eq. (4.2) and its conjugate property:

q μk; τk
� 	

5N μk mk; βkτkð Þ21
�� 	

UGam τk αk;χk

�� 	�� ð4:8Þ
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where
βk 5β01
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The posterior mixing coefficients π is similarly updated using the equation
q πð Þ5Dir π η

�� Þ�
, where η5 η1; . . .; ηK

� 	
; ηk 5 η0k 1

P
ijE zijk

� 
. The variational pos-

terior for the indicators Z is computed by q zij
� 	

5Lkrijk
zijk , where rijk5 δijk=

P
kδijk,
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T
jU2μk

� �2
� �

1E lnπk½ � ð4:9Þ

4.3.2.2 Estimation of low-rank background component
The posterior distribution for each row uiU of U (and vjU of V) involved in low-rank
background component can be approximated by

q uiUð Þ5N uiU μuiU ;
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We displayed the experimental results for the candidate vessel extraction (see the
middle column of Fig. 4.2), which leave some noisy artifacts in the vessel layers for
the subsequent vessel refinement via trajectory decomposition in MCR-RPCA.
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4.3.3 Motion coherency regularized RPCA for trajectory decomposition
Since the statistically structured RPCA is unable to encode the long-term temporal
coherency of XCA sequence, there still have some parts of noisy backgrounds in the
extracted candidate foregrounds. Inspired by the trajectory decomposition works [54]
that have preserved temporal consistency by assigning similar lables to the pixels
belonging to the same trajectories, we exploited the trajectory properties of blood ves-
sels by directly representing the motion coherency as spatiotemporal contiguity and
smoothness of the image pixels to refine the vessel extraction in the subsequent trajec-
tory decomposition.

The sparsely distributed sinuous courses of blood flow in vessels make the fore-
ground trajectories occupy a set of contiguous regions throughout image sequences.
Therefore, being different from the traditional L2;1 norm-based group sparsity con-
straint :S:2;1 [2] that treats each column of matrix as a whole, the L1-norm-based
pixel-wise sparsity constraint is more appropriate for the foreground trajectory extrac-
tion task. Then, the total variation minimization is further exploited as a motion
coherency constraint for the contrast-filled vessel extraction. Based on a difference
operator, the weighted TV regularization of matrix S can be defined as
:S:TV5wx:rxS:11wy:ryS:11wz:rzS:1 with default setting wx 5wy5wz 5 1,
where rx, ry, and rz correspond to difference operations performed along x (or

Figure 4.2 Vessel extraction examples via MCR-RPCA [5]. From left to right: the original images, the
candidate foreground vessels via the statistically structured MoG-RPCA, the final vessels via the
motion coherency regularized RPCA.
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row), y (or column), and z (or frame) directions, respectively. The combination of TV
and L1-norm of matrix S will encourage the proximate trajectories with similar
appearances to be grouped into the same foreground vessels. The motion coherency
regularized RPCA model is carried out as follows:

minL;S:L:�1λ1:S:11λ2:S:TV s:t: D5L1S ð4:11Þ

where D represents the candidate foreground matrix, L and S represent new low-
rank background and sparse foreground trajectories, respectively. The λ1 and λ2

are regularizing parameters. We used alternating direction method (ADM) to solve
the minimization problem in Eq. (4.11) with the solver Inexact Augmented
Lagrangian Multiplier Method (IALM) [53] by rewriting the Eq. (4.11) into
another form:

minL;S;T:L:�1λ1:S:1 1λ2:T:TV; s:t: D5L1S T5S ð4:12Þ

The augmented Lagrangian function of Eq. (4.12) is given by

ℒðL; S;T;X;Y;μÞ5 :L:�1λ1:S:11λ2:T:TV1
μ
2
:D2L2S:2F

1 hX;D2L2 Si1 μ
2
:T2S:2F 1 hY;T2 Si

ð4:13Þ

where X and Y are the Lagrangian multipliers, and μ is a positive penalty scalar. We
summarized the solutions of the subproblems based on the ADM strategy in
Algorithm 1.
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Using the ADM algorithm, we alternately optimized one variable (L, or S, or T) with
the other two variables fixed: for L subproblem optimization, it has closed-form solu-
tion by a soft shrinkage operator Sμ21ðyÞ5 sgnðyÞmaxðjyj2μ21; 0Þ with a threshold
μ21 for a scalar y, which operator is extended entry-wisely to vectors and matrices; S
subproblem is solved by a shrinkage operator with the implementation detail at the
following section; the split Bregman method [55] is adopted to solve T subproblem
optimization. In Algorithm 1, λ15 0:5=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
maxðm; nÞ

p
and λ25 0:2=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
maxðm; nÞ

p
,

which can perform well on most experimental data.
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For the S subproblem optimization in Algorithm 1, the objective function is

Sk11 5 arg minSℒðLk11; S;Tk;Xk;Yk;μÞ

5 arg minSλ1:S:11
μ
2
:D2Lk112S:2F 1 hXk;D2Lk112Si

1
μ
2
:Tk2S:2F 1 hYk;Tk2 Si

5 arg minSλ1:S:11μ:Q2S:2F ð4:14Þ

where we denote Q5 D2Lk11 1Tk 1μ21ðXk 1YkÞ
2 . The objective function can be further

expressed as

Sk115 arg min
SAℝm3 n

Xm
i51

Xn
j51

ðλ1jSi;jj1μjQi;j 2Si;jj2Þ ð4:15Þ

Eq. (4.15) can be minimized for each Si;j separately. The solution Sk11 for S sub-
problem is obtained by the soft shrinkage operator Sk115Sλ1 2μð Þ21ðQÞ, where the
operator S is performed element-wisely.

As for the T subproblem optimization in Algorithm 1, the objective function is as
follows:

Tk115 argmin
T

ℒðLk11;Sk11;T;Xk;Yk;μÞ

5 argmin
T

λ2jjTjjTV1
μ
2
jjT2Sk11jj1 hYk;T2Sk11i

5 argmin
T

λ2jjTjjTV1
μ
2
jjT2 ðSk112μ21YkÞjj2F

5 argmin
T

λ2ðjjrxTjj1 1 jjryTjj11 jjrzTjj1 1
μ
2
jjT2 ðSk112μ21YkÞjj2F

ð4:16Þ
To apply Bregman splitting method, we first replaced rxT by dx, ryT by dy, and

rzT by dz to yield the following constrained problem:

Tk115 argmin
T

λ2 jjdxjj11 jjdyjj11 jjdzjj1
� 	

1
μ
2
jjT2Kjj2F s:t:dx5rxT; dy

5ryT; dz5rzT ð4:17Þ
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where K5Sk112μ21Yk. To weakly enforce the constraints in this formulation, we
added penalty function terms to obtain the following objective function:

Tk115 arg min
dx;dy;dz;T

λ2ðjjdxjj11 jjdyjj1 1 jjdzjj1Þ1
μ
2
jjT2Kjj2F

1
λt

2
jjdx 2rxTjj2F 1

λt

2
jjdy 2ryTjj2F 1

λt

2
jjdz 2rzTjj2F ð4:18Þ

where λt represents the weight of penalty function. Finally, we strictly enforced the
constraints by applying the Bregman iteration [55] to get

Tk115 arg min
dx;dy;dz;T

λ2ðjjdxjj11 jjdyjj1 1 jjdzjj1Þ1
μ
2
jjT2Kjj2F 1

λt

2

jjdx2rxT2 bkxjj2F 1
λt

2
jjdy2ryT2 bkyjj2F 1

λt

2
jjdz2rzT2 bkzjj2F ð4:19Þ

where the proper values of bkx, b
k
y, and bkz are chosen through Bregman iteration. We can

efficiently solve the minimization problem in Eq. (4.19) by iteratively minimizing it with
respect to d and T separately. For the solution of T, we have the following subproblem:

Tk11 5 argmin
T
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jjT2Kjj2F 1
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2
jjdkx2rxT2 bkxjj2F 1
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2
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2
jjdkz 2rzT2 bkzjj2F ð4:20Þ

with an optimality condition

ðμI2λtΔÞTk115μK1λtrxTðdkx2 bkxÞ1λtryTðdky 2 bkyÞ1λtrzTðdkz2 bkzÞ: ð4:21Þ

In order to achieve optimal efficiency, we used a fast iterative algorithm to get an
approximate solution to the problem in Eq. (4.20). Due to the problem being strictly
diagonally dominant, a natural component-wise solution of Gauss�Seidel method for
this problem should be represented as Tk11
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where Tk11 has the same meaning as Tk11 in Eqs. (4.17) and (4.21), here is for the
sake of convenience.
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Table 4.1 demonstrates the performance comparison of vessel extraction via our
MCR-RPCA and other classical RPCA-based methods. The performance is evaluated in
terms of detection rate, precision, F-measure, and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) that mea-
sure the contrast between the foreground and background pixel intensities in relation to
the standard deviation of the background pixel intensities. A larger CNR value implies a
better contrast and thus a better performance of foreground/background separation. We
used two different versions of CRN by defining two different background masks in XCA
images. We refer the interested readers to Ref. [5] and the references therein.

4.4 SVS-net: sequential vessel segmentation via channel attention
network

Recently, deep learning has become the most widely used approach for cardiac image seg-
mentation [12] which covers common imaging modalities including MRI, CT, and ultra-
sound. However, due to the overlapping structures, low contrast, and the presence of
complex and dynamic background artifacts in XCA images, accurately segmenting
contrast-filled vessels from the XCA image sequence is particularly challenging for both
classical modal-driven and modern data-driven deep learning methods. Being different
from current several works that solely focused on segmenting main vessel from XCA
[63�65], we have developed a novel encoder�decoder deep sequential vessel segmenta-
tion network (SVS-net, https://github.com/Binjie-Qin/SVS-net) [15] for entire XCA ves-
sel network segmentation, which exploits several contextual frames of 2D1 t sequential

Table 4.1 Performance comparison of eight RPCA methods on the X-ray coronary angiography
sequences.

Method Detection
rate

Precision F-
measure

CNR1 CNR2 Time

MCR-PCA1 0.71258 0.83955 0.76976 2.88208 3.27754 919.34 s
Block-RPCA [56]2 0.70313 0.83132 0.7591 2.57224 2.93497 4 h
DECOLOR [57]3 0.68435 0.84038 0.75024 2.62923 2.69954 148.5 s
IALM-BLWS [58]4 0.68957 0.84053 0.75618 2.58344 2.95259 74.84 s
FPCP [59]5 0.67088 0.76977 0.71303 2.39507 2.22859 0.98 s
GoDec [60]6 0.656308 0.77700 0.70826 2.34807 2.12574 1.41 s
TFOCS-EC [61]7 0.63397 0.79817 0.70273 2.34603 2.11375 304.37 s
PRMF [62]8 0.68573 077546 0.72556 2.56356 2.45889 42.06 s
1https://github.com/Binjie-Qin/MCR-RPCA.
2https://www.ece.nus.edu.sg/stfpage/eleclf/.
3http://bioinformatics.ust.hk/decolor/decolor.html.
4https://www.ece.nus.edu.sg/stfpage/eleclf/.
5https://sites.google.com/a/istec.net/prodrig/Home/en/pubs.
6https://github.com/andrewssobral/godec/.
7https://github.com/cvxr/TFOCS.
8http://winsty.net/prmf.html.
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images in a sliding window centered at current frame to continuously segment 2D vessel
masks from the current frame in the XCA sequence.

4.4.1 Architecture of sequential vessel segmentation-network
Being modified from classical U-net architecture [66,67], the SVS-net architecture has
three main modules that are equipped with spatiotemporal (2D1 t) feature extraction
in encoder module, 3D feature fusion operation (FFO) in skip connections, and chan-
nel attention block (CAB) in decoder module (See Fig. 4.3). Specifically, (1) A
sequence of 3D convolutional layers hierarchically extracted spatiotemporal 3D

Figure 4.3 The proposed sequential vessel segmentation-network architecture, which is based on
U-Net with the encoder network extracting 3D feature from the input sequence and the decoder
network learning the salient feature via upsampling and operation of CAB, between the encoder
and decoder network is the skip connection layer with FFO. The numbers 8, 16, 32,... above each
block denote the number of output channels for that block. Each block has different convolutional
kernel sizes and strides (s: strides). In the FFO and CAB in the bottom, the FAℝC3 T 3H3W denotes
the temporal-spatial feature maps, C denotes channel axis, T denotes temporal axis, H denotes
height axis, W denotes width axis, FcAℝC3H3W : the cth channel of temporal-spatial feature maps.
FcfusingAℝH3W denotes the cth channel of fused temporal-spatial feature map through Conv3D with
kernel size 43 13 1 and strides (1,1,1) [15].
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features in the encoder module. We introduced 3D residual blocks to extract multi-
scale spatiotemporal features while easing network optimization in the encoder mod-
ule; (2) Skip connections that connect the encoder and decoder subsequently fused
the spatiotemporal feature maps along temporal axis and delivered the fused 2D spatial
feature maps to the corresponding decoder stages. Through the 3D feature fusion in
the left bottom of Fig. 4.3, the feature maps' dimension mismatch problems between
the 3D encoder stage and the 2D decoder stage was solved with computation cost
being simultaneously reduced; (3) The decoder module utilized CAB to refine the
intermediate feature maps from skip connections by learning discriminative feature
representation and suppressing the complex and noisy artifacts in the XCA images; (4)
Dice loss function was further implemented to train the SVS-net in order to solve the
class imbalance problem in the XCA data causing by the imbalanced ratio between
backgrounds and foreground vessels.

4.4.1.1 Modification of U-net
The U-Net was chosen as a fundamental architecture for SVS-net due to its being a
classical and powerful segmentation network architecture widely used for biomedical
imaging, which can improve the spatial accuracy of a deep neural network for final
high-resolution segmentation results by effectively exploring underlying both high-
resolution and low-resolution information in biomedical images and transmitting mul-
tiscale information from encoder network to decoder network via skip connections.
Specifically, to accurately segment vessels from XCA with low contrast and fuzzy
boundary, the skip connection mechanism in U-Net allowed high-resolution informa-
tion delivery to the decoder network for detail recovery. Furthermore, the low-
resolution semantic information about the internal tissues and their topologies in XCA
images can be simply provided by multiple downsampling operations in U-Net’s
encoder network for the target vessel recognition.

To achieve accurate XCA vessel segmentation, we have designed a U-Net-based deep
learning architecture with several notable features: (1) The encoder network was modified
to extract 3D spatiotemporal contexts through 3D convolutions followed by 3D residual
convolutional blocks except the last convolutional operation. There were totally seven
stages of 3D convolutions with the first six convolutional stages followed by 3D residual
convolutional block, which were utilized to extract rich spatiotemporal feature contexts
for subsequent vessel mask extraction in the decoder network. The output of each 3D
residual convolutional block was linked to the next 3D convolutional stage and skip con-
nection layer, respectively. The spatial dropout (0.5) at the last two 3D convolutional
stages was employed before executing convolution to avoid overfitting. The encoder net-
work was capable of effectively extracting 3D spatiotemporal features from the context of
sequential XCA images which contain long-range vessel details of different scales and dif-
ferent vessel types that may not appear in a single image.
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(2) In the skip connection layer, the spatiotemporal feature representations were
fused by mapping from 3D space to 2D space via 43 13 1 convolutional kernels in
FFO block, where the first dimension of convolutional kernel indicates four channels
(frames) in the temporal axis. The temporal domain features from these four frames
were then fused together by temporal axis convolution. The computation of FFO can
be formulated as follows:

XFl 5 SqueezeðXF �W Þ ð4:23Þ
where XFAℝC3T 3H 3W is the spatiotemporal feature map outputted from each 3D
convolutional stage in the encoder network with the C;T ;H ;W being features’ chan-
nel dimension, temporal dimension, height, and width, respectively. XFLAℝC3H 3W

fuses the spatiotemporal feature map.W is a 43 13 1 convolutional kernel with �
representing convolution operation. Squeeze denotes dimension compress.

(3) In the decoder network, the parameter-free bilinear upsampling strategy rather
than transposed convolutional operations was adopted to gradually recover the feature
maps’ spatial resolution, which can reduce the number of trainable parameters without
degrading the segmentation performance. A sequence of CAB modules that follow
upsampling layer was designed to gradually fuse low-stage and high-stage XCA feature
maps, whose output was further linked to 2D residual convolutional blocks (Block2D,
see Fig. 4.3). The two outputs of low-stage feature maps from the skip connection
layer and the high-stage feature maps from the upsampling layer were feed simulta-
neously in CAB (as illustrated in the right bottom of Fig. 4.3) to learn the most dis-
criminative features from noisy and complex background artifacts (see details in
Section 4.4.1.4). After the last 2D residual convolutional block in the end of sequential
decoder networks, we employed 13 1 convolution followed by sigmoid activation
function to yield final high-resolution vessel mask.

4.4.1.2 3D spatiotemporal feature encoder
For a set of frames (F1,F2,. . .Fn) in the XCA image sequence, the contextual informa-
tion such as the low contrast intensity distribution and the similar appearances embed-
ded in the successive frames are helpful to infer whether one pixel of each frame
belongs to either the foreground or background. Specifically, in these successive
frames, blood flow in the contrast-filled vessel regions moves fast and consistently
through the contiguous frames and the noisy backgrounds fluctuate synchronously
along with human breathing and heart beating. Therefore these consistent contexts
can provide spatiotemporal information to accurately identify vessels from back-
grounds. The SVS-net accepts inputs from the successive four frames (i.e., Fi22;Fi21,
Fi, Fi11) to predict a binary probability map (i.e., Pi) where the foreground vessel pixel
values equal 1 while other background pixel values equal 0.
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To verify the choice of four frames as an appropriate input configuration, we chose
different frames, that is, 2, 3, 4, 5 frames, as the input of network to investigate the
network’s different convergence performances. We observed some subtle differences
of convergence results on Dice loss function in our experiment results [15]. When
inputs from four frames were fed in the network, the loss function converged at about
20.86, which is the smallest compared with those of other input strategies. The
choice of four frames is thus appropriate to be served as the input configuration for
accurate vessel segmentation.

4.4.1.3 2D and 3D residual convolutional blocks
Increasing the depth of a neural network can improve network generalization capacity,
but it introduces the difficulty in promoting gradient backpropagation for the training of
deep neural network. To ease the training of deep neural network, He et al. [68] devel-
oped deep residual network to facilitate gradient backpropagation by explicitly reformulat-
ing the network layers as learning residual functions with reference to the layer inputs
instead of learning unreferenced functions. As demonstrated in the work of wide residual
networks [69], two stacked convolutional layers in single residual block are optimal archi-
tecture compared with other settings. Inspired by these works, we employed 3D residual
blocks and 2D residual blocks in encoder and decoder networks respectively. Between the
encoder and decoder networks, the skip connection layer with FIFO was added to
increase the depth and improve the accuracy of deep CNNs.

4.4.1.4 Channel attention mechanism
Aiming to highlight the most dominant target regions in an image, visual attention
mechanism has been widely developed from traditional model-driven image computa-
tion to modern data-driven deep learning for visual saliency detection in both cogni-
tive and computational sciences. The visual saliency computations for single image,
image pair, and video sequence have been widely exploited in numerous applications
to improve their performance for object detection [70], image retrieval [71], image
registration [72�74], image cosegmentation [75,76], and video analysis [77]. Attention
mechanism in deep learning can be viewed as a generalization of estimating weights
for a weighted average in a regression model, where weights encode the relevance of
the training instance to the query. Visual attention has become popular in many deep
learning-based computer vision tasks to focus on relevant regions within the image
and capture structural long-range dependencies between the images of video
sequences. Furthermore, attention modeling is particularly important for the interpret-
ability of deep learning architectures since the magnitude of attention is assumed to be
a particular weight that correlates with how relevant a specific region of input is for
the prediction of output at each position in a spatiotemporal sequence.
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To represent rich multiscale features for extracting target vessels from complex and
dynamic backgrounds, the SVS-net first exploits encoder network to extract multiple
types of features from the whole XCA images by multiple convolutional kernels in every
convolutional stage of the encoder module (see Fig. 4.3). Through the attention mecha-
nism of CAB assigning different weights to the extracted features, the SVS-net can adap-
tively highlight some channel information meanwhile suppress the trivial channel
information containing noisy background disturbances. Hence, the predicted probability
map is gradually improved. Specifically, the feature maps of the low-stage output from the
skip connection layer are weighted in CAB and then combined with the corresponding
high-stage feature maps output from the upsampling layer. Since high-stage output feature
maps provide more advanced global semantic information while low-stage feature maps
contain more detailed yet noisy information, the high-stage features can then be used as
guide clues to filter useful information from low-stage feature maps and achieve more
pure feature representation for target vessel. The core modules of CAB is presented as fol-
lows (see the CAB in the bottom right of Fig. 4.3):

Global average pooling (GAP) can be considered as a simplest version of channel-
wise attention, which computes the channel-wise statistic GAℝC3 13 1 of the given
input feature maps by averaging across each H 3W spatial dimension. The cth chan-
nel statistic sc of s is computed as follows:

Gc Xð Þ5 1
H 3W

XH
h51

XW
w51

Xc h;wð Þ ð4:24Þ

where XcAℝH 3W ;’cA 1; . . .;Cf g refers to the cth feature of the input feature map. In
our work, the low-stage feature maps XFlAℝC3H 3W and the corresponding high-stage
feature maps XFhAℝC3H 3W are concatenated together to make feature maps
XFAℝ2C3H 3W . Then a GAP is performed on the concatenated feature maps to generate
a weighted vector WXFAℝ2C3 13 1. Two 13 1 convolutional operations, which are fol-
lowed by the rectified linear unit function and sigmoid function, respectively, are performed
on WXFAℝ2C3 13 1 to learn interchannel relationship and the final channel attention
weight vector WXFAℝC3 13 1 is achieved. The obtained attention vector multiplies low-
stage feature maps in channel-wise manner, then the weighted feature maps from low stage
are added with the corresponding high-stage feature maps to be subsequently passed to the
next layer. The whole process of generating attention weights can be expressed as:

WXF 5φðϕðGðXFÞÞÞ ð4:25Þ
where G means the operation of GAP, ϕ denotes 13 1 convolution followed by recti-
fied linear unit and φ indicates 13 1 convolution followed by sigmoid activation. An
intuitive display of CAB is shown in the left bottom of Fig. 4.4. Under the guidance of
high-stage features, the attention weights are learned and used to obtain discriminative
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salient features for target vessels. As displayed in Fig. 4.4(a3)(b3), CAB has successfully
refined the low-stage feature map from the output of skip connection. The background
disturbances in Fig. 4.4(a2)(b2) are greatly suppressed while the foreground vessel fea-
tures are highlighted.

4.4.1.5 Data augmentation
Since there are several limitations in annotated data for supervised segmentation deep net-
work, including scarce annotations where only limited labeled data are available for training,
as well as weak and noisy annotations where the training data have sparse and erroneous
annotations. Especially, for vessel annotation in XCA images, the contrast-filled vessel net-
works are distributed and overlapped in the complex noisy backgrounds with similar appear-
ances to the foreground vessels, which make it very difficult and time-consuming for
manually labeling vessel networks (especially with distal vessels) from backgrounds. To
improve the network’s generalization and accuracy based on small labeled datasets, data aug-
mentation techniques increasing both the size and diversity of labeled training datasets are

Figure 4.4 Illustrating the CAB’s effects on suppressing the noises in the background areas while
highlighting the foreground vessel feature. From left to right, each row displays the original XCA image;
the second channel of fused spatial feature maps in the output of the second skip connection layer
(Fig. 4.3) before inputting to the CAB, which contains noise pollution from the background areas; the
second channel of refined feature maps from the output of CAB in the decoder stage (Fig. 4.3).
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required to generate new labeled data points for training via transformations of existing
image.

SVS-net used various sample transformations to augment data from existing data,
which include rotations by the angles ranging in ½2 10

�
; 10

� �, flipping both horizon-
tally and vertically, scaling by a factor of 0:2 random crop, and affine transformations.
For the images in our dataset, there is a 50% probability to perform each of the above
transformations to generate new samples in real-time during the training process.

4.4.1.6 Loss function for class imbalance problem
Class imbalance is a common problem in which a dataset consists of examples primarily
from one specific class. This could manifest itself in XCA vessel segmentation problems
such that there is a clear majority�minority class distinction between the backgrounds and
foreground vessels due to the contrast-filled vessels being sparsely visualized in the spatio-
temporal sequence. Specifically, the class imbalance problem is typically represented as two
aspects in XCA vessel segmentation: first, the number of negative pixels (being 0 for back-
ground) is much greater than the number of positive pixels (being 1 for the vessel pixels);
second, the ratio between the two classes varies a lot in terms of both interframe differences
in the same XCA sequence and intersequence differences in the different XCA sequences.

In supervised deep learning, imbalanced datasets are harmful because they bias
deep learning models toward majority class predictions and render accuracy as a
deceitful performance metric. Many data-level and algorithm-level solutions [78] are
proposed to deal with class imbalance in big data in deep learning. The above-
mentioned data augmentation falls under a data-level solution to class imbalance.

Among the algorithm-level solutions, the design of loss function [79] is very important
in the deep learning to evaluate how well the predicted segmentation matches the ground
truth. Currently, there is no widely accepted common view about the best loss function
for image segmentation. However, there are some insights from existing literature. For
example, the Dice loss or generalized Dice loss has proven to perform well for the mildly
imbalanced problems [79]. Being different from the cross entropy highlighting each pixel
equally to the CE loss, the Dice loss function measures the overlap ratio between ground
truth mask and the predicted vessel mask such that it is appropriate to be adopted in SVS-
net to guide parameters learning. Dice loss is defined as follows:

LDiceCoef 52

2
PN
1
piyi 1 E

PN
1
pi1

PN
1
yi 1 E

ð4:26Þ

where yiAf0; 1g is the ground truth label and piA½0; 1� is a predicted value for location
i. N is the total number of pixels, E is a very small constant used to keep value stable.
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From Eq. (4.26) we can find that the Dice loss is applied to the whole mask and it
measures the overall loss for that mask rather than the average loss across all the pixels.

Recently, Kervadec et al. [80] have demonstrated that combining boundary loss
with generalized Dice loss can address highly imbalanced segmentation tasks, we
assume that not only using compound loss functions but also highlighting the bound-
ary information with the overlap ratio between ground truth mask and the predicted
vessel mask may be a more better choice for segmenting the dynamically and sparsely
distributed vessel networks from the complex background.

4.4.2 Segmentation experimental results
4.4.2.1 Materials
All the experiments performed in this work were approved by our institutional review
board. Our experiments were implemented on GPU (i.e., NVIDIA 1080 Ti, 11GB)
and acquired 120 sequences of real clinical X-ray coronary angiography images from
Ren Ji Hospital of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Each sequence has a length of
30�140 frames. Three experts manually labeled the images from 120 sequences to
constitute the ground truth. To eliminate the differences in the resolution, the noise
distribution, and the pixels' intensity range of different frames in these XCA sequences
that are acquired from different machines (i.e., 800 mAh digital silhouette angiography
X-ray machine from Siemens, medical angiography X-ray system from Philips), we
resized the images from the XCA sequence into 5123 512 resolution with 8 bits per
pixel, and employed Poisson denoising methods to smooth the noise and normalize
the pixels' intensity range into 0�1. The dataset is stored in mat array format accord-
ing to the corresponding filenames and will be available on the website https://github.
com/Binjie-Qin/SVS-net.

Due to the varieties of XCA images with different directions and angles of X-ray
penetration as well as different patient sources with different dosages of contrast agents,
the visibility of different vessel sequences in the clinic is quite changeable such that
designing a robust vessel segmentation algorithm is necessary for the XCA data with
this poor visual quality. In addition, proper selection of frames from each sequence for
experiment is crucial especially when both the background and foreground are
dynamic and contain many artifacts. From the 120 annotated sequences, we selected
the XCA images that contain most vessel structures with good visual quality as a total
of 332 experiment samples. The dataset is randomly divided into training dataset, vali-
dation dataset, and test data at approximately 0.5, 0.25, and 0.25 ratios, respectively.

We validated the SVS-net's performance on the above-mentioned dataset by plot-
ting the loss curves for both the training and validation set in the training process [15].
For both the training and validation set, the loss reduced quickly at the beginning
stage of training process and gradually converged, indicating the SVS-Net having no
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problem of over-fitting or under-fitting state. Meanwhile, the size of our dataset was
assumed to be properly matched into the size of our model.

4.4.2.2 Performance comparison
We compared SVS-net with three traditional vessel segmentation algorithms, that is,
Coye's method [81], Jin’s spatially adaptively filtering method (Jin's) [11], Kerkeni’s mul-
tiscale region growing method (Kerkeni's) [82], and four deep learning-based methods
that include Retinal-net [67,83], bridge-style U-Net with salient mechanism (S-UNet)
[84], X-ray net [85], and short connected deep supervised net (BTS-DSN) [86].

In Fig. 4.5, the deep learning methods surpassed traditional methods with higher
performances in terms of some metrics [15]. The patch-based Retinal-net method
introduced more background residuals since it lacked more global contextual informa-
tion to guide the segmentation. X-ray net simply accepted the current frame image
with its first three frames as the inputs to the network and cannot effectively extract
the temporally consistent information. Therefore it not only increased temporal infor-
mation but also introduced disturbances at the same time. BTS-DSN adopted deeply
supervised strategy to achieve relative higher metrics with some false positives in the vessel
regions. Being different from the above deep network methods, SVS-net not only
robustly detected the vessels with entire structures and continuous branches but also effec-
tively removed the noisy backgrounds. The continuity and integrity of the segmented ves-
sel branches were due to the contextual information inferred in the spatiotemporal
features extracted by the encoder network and feature fusion in the skip connections. The
noise suppression in the segmented vessel regions was mostly derived from the

Figure 4.5 Vessel segmentation examples for real XCA image sequence by different vessel seg-
mentation methods [15]. From left to right, each row displays the original XCA image, the ground
truth vessel segmentation, the vessel images segmented by Coye’s, [71] Jin’s, [11] Kerkeni’s, [72]
Retinal-net, [73] SU-Net, [74] X-ray net, [75] BTS-DSN, [76] and SVS-net, [15] respectively.
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discriminative feature selection implemented by the channel attention mechanism.
Therefore the spatiotemporal feature extraction, feature fusion, and the discriminative fea-
ture learning adopted in SVS-net were helpful to improve the segmentation
performances.

However, there is a small number of thin-vessel branches unrecognized by SVS-
net. A new design of a hybrid loss function combined with network architectures is
desirable to efficiently differentiate the thick and thin vessels with their different
weights. That is, the deep gives more weight to these thin vessels via topology-pre-
serving loss function [87] and pays more attention to these thin vessels.
Topology-preserving vessel segmentation is definitely a very promising direction for
improving the clinical value of XCA images.

4.5 VRBC-t-TNN: accurate heterogeneous vessel extraction via tensor
completion of X-ray coronary angiography backgrounds

By modeling XCA sequence with low-rank plus sparse decomposition, motion coherency
regularized RPCA [5] has been successfully exploited to recover the sparsely distributed
contrast agent in the vessel networks from the low-rank subspace of backgrounds [21].
However, current RPCA-based methods have the following limitations: (1) Some parts of
XCA vessel have low-rank properties due to the underlying pattern of periodic heartbeat
and the contrast agent’s adhesion along the vessel wall, current RPCA methods therefore
always have vessel residue as part of the low-rank backgrounds such that the extracted ves-
sels suffer from severe distortion or loss of vessel intensity. This intensity loss results in an
incomplete vessel recovery and makes it impossible for accurately analyzing the contrast
agent concentration and the corresponding blood flow perfusion. (2) Vectorizing the
XCA sequence into a matrix in RPCA ignores the 3D spatiotemporal information
between the consecutive frames of the XCA sequence. For example, X-ray imaging pro-
duces a lot of dense noisy artifacts, whose positions change in gradually moving patterns in
the XCA frames. The RPCA methods often mistakenly recognize these moving artifacts
as foreground objects. (3) XCA sequence has serious signal-dependent noises that locally
affect every entry of the data matrix and result in unsatisfying foreground vessels that are
contaminated with residual artifacts. Though MCR-RPCA takes advantage of Bayesian
RPCA that models data noise as MoGs, current RPCA-based methods cannot tackle the
challenging problem of spatially varying noise in low-rank plus sparse decomposition.

To extract the foreground vessels that are overlapped with backgrounds, we assume
that the overlap between foreground vessels and the backgrounds is present in the ves-
sel regions. Once contrast-filled vessel regions are masked by the SVS-net vessel seg-
mentation with high detection rates, all the other pixels in the remaining regions can
be regarded as sequential background layers. Furthermore, based on the spatiotemporal
consistency and low-rankness of the sequential background layers, the missing parts of
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the background layers masked with the foreground vessels can be fully completed
using the state-of-the-art tensor completion method. Then, the challenging problem
of foreground vessel extraction can be tackled by subtracting the completed back-
ground layers from the overall XCA data (see Fig. 4.6). Therefore we exploited the
low-rank tensor completion [88] to recover a low-rank tensor from noisy partial
observations of its entries. Tensors [89,90] refer to multidimensional arrays, which can
naturally reserve more spatiotemporal information than do the matrices. Different
from RPCA using matrix representation for XCA sequence, the tensor-based comple-
tion methods infer the unknown missing pixels from the known pixels in the spatio-
temporal contexts of XCA sequence. Mathematically, the low-rank tensor completion
problem can be written as

minX rank Xð Þ; s:t: PΩðXÞ5PΩðMÞ ð4:27Þ

Figure 4.6 Vessel intensity recovery [15]. From top to bottom row, each row displays the original
XCA image, the background and foreground vessel images recovered from SU-Net [74], X-ray net
[75], BTS-DSN [76] and SVS-net [15], respectively.
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where M is the corrupted tensor, X is the underlying tensor, and PΩðX Þ refers to the
projection of X on the observed entries Ω.

Based on different definitions of tensor ranks, many tensor completion models
have been proposed. Typically, tensor nuclear norm (TNN) [91] that is designed for
3D tensors based on tensor singular value decomposition (t-SVD) [92] has proven
effective at 3D tensor completion [88]. Hu et al. have further optimized the TNN
model for the video completion task by integrating a twist operation [93].

According to Beer�Lambert Law, a given X-ray image is assumed to reflect the
X-ray exponential attenuation composition (or sum) of material linear attenuation coeffi-
cients for the foreground contrast-filled vessels and background layers along the X-ray
projection paths. The additive property of X-ray exponential attenuation composition
along the vessel and background layers in XCA can be directly exploited to exactly
decompose the whole XCA image into the vessel and background layers. Therefore this
X-ray attenuation sum model justifies the above-mentioned foreground vessel extraction
strategy via completion and subtraction of the background layers from the whole XCA
images. Specifically, we proposed an accurate heterogeneous vessel extraction framework
in a logarithmic domain, into which the raw XCA image is first mapped. We extracted
the vessel mask regions via SVS-net and subsequently recovered vessel intensities in these
regions by a tensor completion method called t-TNN (twist tensor nuclear norm) [93].
By focusing on the vessel intensity recovery problem only in the small parts of vessel
regions, the proposed vessel recovery method called VRBC-t-TNN can extract vessel
layers with accurate recovery of vessel structures and intensities.

4.5.1 Global intensity mapping
A global logarithm mapping was carried out on the whole XCA image data to per-
fectly fit the X-ray attenuation sum model of angiograms. In X-ray imaging, photons
coming through human body are attenuated by contrast agents and various human tis-
sues. The intensity of rays is reduced exponentially by the sum of attenuation coeffi-
cients, as the following equation:

Xout5Xine
2
Ð
d
μdx ð4:28Þ

where Xin and Xout represent the intensities of X-rays that come into and out of
human body, respectively, μ denotes the attenuation coefficient, and d denotes the
path of rays.

By applying the log operator on both sides, we got

2lnðXout=XinÞ5
ð
d
μdx: ð4:29Þ
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The XCA image intensity normalized to the range [0,1] can be regarded as the
normalization of its intensity, that is, the ratio of Xout to Xin. Then we got the follow-
ing equation:

2lnðIXCAÞ52 lnðXout=XinÞ5
ð
d1

μdx1
ð
d2

μdx5AF 1AB; ð4:30Þ

where AF and AB represent the attenuation sums caused by foreground vessels and
complex backgrounds, respectively. This equation demonstrates that the XCA image
is a sum of vessel/background layers in the logarithm domain, accordingly the multi-
plication of the two layers in the original image domain.

After this logarithm mapping, the linear sum model was ready for vessel/back-
ground separation via low-rank plus sparse matrix decomposition in RPCA (Illustrated
in Section 4.3), as well as low-rank background plus foreground vessel extraction in
tensor completion (Illustrated in Section 4.6). Therefore we used the logarithm opera-
tion as a preprocessing of image data and performed exponentiation operation after-
ward for the whole experiments in this work.

4.5.2 Background completion using t-TNN
Considering the vessel mask regions as missing entries of the background layer, we
recovered the intensities of these entries for the construction of background layers by
adopting the t-TNN tensor completion algorithm [93], which can effectively exploit
the temporal redundancy and low-rank prior between the neighboring frames more
efficiently. Specifically, the original XCA sequence was represented as a tensor D with
each slice being a matrix representation of each frame. All areas except the vessel mask
regions, denoted as Ω, were presumed to be the known background layer pixels. Each
vessel mask region was first morphologically dilated by a 53 5 mask to ensure that Ω
does not contain edge pixels of the vessels. Therefore the background regions of all
the frames constituted Ω for the subsequent t-TNN-based tensor completion.

The t-TNN model is based upon a tensor decomposition scheme called t-SVD
[92,94]. Having a similar structure to the matrix SVD, t-SVD models a tensor in the
matrix space through a defined t-product operation [92]. For a 3-way tensor
XAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 , the notation X k; :; :ð Þ, X :; k; :ð Þ, and X :; :; kð Þ denote the k-th horizon-
tal, lateral, and frontal slices, respectively. Particularly, X ðkÞ denotes X :; :; kð Þ. For
XAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 , the X ðkÞ values can be used to form the block circulant matrix

bcircðXÞ5
X ð1Þ X ðn3Þ ? X ð2Þ

X ð2Þ X ð1Þ ? X ð3Þ

^ ^ & ^
X ðn3Þ X ðn321Þ ? X ð1Þ

2
664

3
775; ð4:31Þ
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The block vectorizing and its opposite operation are defined as

bvecðX Þ5
X ð1Þ

X ð2Þ

^
X ðn3Þ

2
664

3
775;bvf oldðbvecðX ÞÞ5X ð4:32Þ

The bdiag operator which maps the tensor to the block diagonal matrix and its
opposite operation bdfold are defined as

bdiagðX Þ5
X ð1Þ

&
X ðn3Þ

2
4

3
5;bdf oldðbdiagðX ÞÞ5X : ð4:33Þ

Based on these notations, the t-product is defined as follows [92]:

M5A � B5bvf oldðbcircðAÞbvecðBÞÞ:
The t-product is analogous to the matrix product except that the circular convolu-

tion replaces the product operation between the elements. The following equation
shows that original t-product corresponds to the matrix multiplication of the frontal
slices in the Fourier domain:

MðkÞ
f 5AðkÞ

f � BðkÞ
f ; k5 1;?; n3: ð4:34Þ

where X f 5 f f t X ; ½ �; 3ð Þ denotes the Fourier transform of X along the third dimen-
sion. Accordingly, X 5 if f tðX f ; ½�; 3Þ. Based on the definition of t-product, the
tensor-SVD (t-SVD) [94] of XAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 is given by

X 5U � S � VT ; ð4:35Þ
where UAℝn1 3 n1 3 n3 and VAℝn2 3 n2 3 n3 are orthogonal tensors, respectively.
SAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 is a rectangular f-diagonal tensor in which all of its frontal slices are
diagonal matrices, and the entries in S are called the singular values of X .

Based on the Fourier domain property of t-product as Eq. (4.34), t-SVD can be effi-
ciently computed in the Fourier domain [92,94]. Each frontal slice of U f , Sf , and V f

can be obtained via the matrix SVD, that is, ½U ðkÞ
f ;SðkÞ

f ;VðkÞ
f �5SVDðX ðkÞ

f Þ. Then the
t-SVD of X can be obtained by U5 if f tðU f ; ½�; 3Þ;S5 if f tðSf ; ½�; 3Þ;V5 if f tðV f ; ½�; 3Þ.
The TNN of XAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 is defined as the average of the nuclear norms of all the
frontal slices of X f [94], that is,

jjX jj,5
1
n3

Xn3
i51

jjX ðiÞ
f jj�5

1
n3

jjbcircðXÞjj� ð4:36Þ
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Using the definition of TNN, the TNN-based tensor completion [93] can be
represented by

minX jjX jj,; s:t: PΩðX Þ5PΩðMÞ; ð4:37Þ
where M is the corrupted tensor, PΩðX Þ refers to the projection of X on the observed
entries Ω. Accordingly, PΩ\ðXÞ is the complementary projection, that is,
PΩðX Þ1PΩ\ðXÞ5X . The tensor completion problem can be solved using the t-SVD
mentioned above.

TNN can simultaneously characterize the low-rankness of a tensor along various
modes and therefore is a general model for 3D data completion problems. Based on
the TNN, Hu et al. [93] proposed twist TNN (called t-TNN) via twist operator on
the tensor. That is, for XAℝn1 3 n2 3 n3 , the twist tensor X- is an n13 n2 3 n3 tensor
whose lateral slice X-ð:; k; :Þ5X ð:; :; kÞ. Though this twist operation is simply a dimen-
sion shift of tensors, it emphasizes the temporal connections between frames. The
t-TNN norm :X: ~, of tensor X is then defined as follows:

:X: ~, 5
1
n3

:bcircð~X Þ:�; ð4:38Þ

where the twist operation ~X is a dimension shift of X , and Y’ shifts it back. By equalizing
the nuclear norm of the block circulant matriculation of the twist tensor, t-TNN can not
only exploit the correlations between all the modes simultaneously but also take advantage
of the low-rank prior along a certain mode, for example, X-ray image sequence over the
time dimension. Specifically, by exploiting the low-rank prior along the horizontal transla-
tion relationship between frames in XCA image sequences due to patient's breath and
movement, we have found that the t-TNN model is more suitable than TNN for our
XCA background completion work. Therefore by minimizing the t-TNN norm-based
rank of the input tensor subject to certain constraints, the tensor completion work for
XCA background recovery can be addressed by solving the following convex model [93]:

minX:X: ~, ; s:t: PΩðXÞ5PΩðDÞ ð4:39Þ

where D and X refer to the original corrupted data tensor (original XCA sequence)
and the reconstructed tensor (background layer), respectively.

The alternating direction method of multipliers algorithm [95] can be used to solve
the Eq. (4.39) by the following minimization model [93]:

argminX ;Y;W:Y: ~, 1 1XΩ5DΩ 1 hW;X 2Yi1 ρ
2
:X2Y:2F ; ð4:40Þ

where a new variable Y5X is introduced, 1XΩ5DΩ is an indicator function that indicates
whether the elements of X and D on the support of Ω are equal, W is the Lagrangian
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multiplier, and μ is a positive penalty scalar. Variables X , Y, and W can be optimized alter-
nately with the other variable fixed. The detailed deduction of this algorithm is too long and
out of the scope of this chapter. We refer the interested reader to the work in Ref. [93].

After the construction of background layer X by t-TNN, the final vessel layer can
be obtained by subtracting X from the original data D. This subtraction was done in
the logarithm domain such that the corresponding operation for original image data
would be division. The whole procedure of the t-TNN background completion step
is shown in Algorithm 2.
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4.5.3 Experimental results
4.5.3.1 Synthetic X-ray coronary angiography data
To accurately evaluate the performance of vessel intensity recovery, we constructed 10
synthetic XCA images which include ground truth background images (GTBL) and
foreground vessel layer images (GTVL). All the original 12 XCA sequences were
obtained from Ren Ji Hospital of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. Each sequence has
80 frames whose image resolution is 5123 512 pixels with 8 bits per pixel. All the
experiments were approved by our institutional review board.

To get GTVLs, we performed a vessel extraction algorithm similar to Section 4.2
on the real XCA data. Then some artifacts were manually removed from the extracted
rough vessel images to obtain the GTVLs. The GTBLs were the consecutive frames
selected from the real XCA data. Because an XCA image is the product of the vessel
layer and the background layer according to the X-ray imaging mechanism (see
Section 4.5.1), we multiplied a sequence of GTVLs to the clean regions of GTBLs
from a different sequence to obtain the synthetic XCA data. An example synthetic
image with GTBL and GTVL is shown in Fig. 4.7A.

4.5.3.2 Experiment demonstration
We performed experiments similar to the algorithm shown in Fig. 4.1 to illustrate the
effect of tensor completion on vessel intensity recovery. The real vessel segmentation
algorithm (see details in Ref. [11]) is different from that of Section 4.4 in Fig. 4.1, it
makes little influence on vessel intensity performances. We validated the performances
from the VRBC-t-TNN and other layer separation methods for comparison purpose.
The median subtraction method (MedSubtract) used by Baka et al. constructs a static
background layer image as the median of the first 10 frames of a sequence and subtract
it from all the frames [96]. Several open-source RPCA algorithms, including PRMF
[97], MoG-RPCA [51], IALM-RPCA, [5], and MCR-RPCA in Section 4.3 [5] were
tested. The proposed framework VRBC can use other matrix completion and tensor
completion methods to replace t-TNN. We tested some open source data completion
methods including PG-RMC [98], MC-NMF [99], ScGrassMC [100], LRTC [101],
and tSVD [102] as comparison, whose codes were obtained from Sobral’s library lrsli-
brary [103] and mctc4bmi [104].

4.5.3.3 Performance comparison
The layer separation results of the synthetic data are shown in Fig. 4.7. As can be seen,
all these layer separation methods can remove noises and increase the vessel visibility
to some extent. Among these algorithms, because MedSubtracted constructs a static
background layer image that does not change over time, the extracted vessel layer
image with lots of remaining noise was the worst among these extracted results. The
four RPCA-based methods achieved much better vessel extraction results with more
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noises being removed. Among these four RPCA-based methods, MCR-RPCA [5]
achieved the best vessel extraction results with the least residual artifacts. However,
though RPCA-based methods can nicely capture the vessel structures in the vessel
layer images, the vessel intensities were not fully extracted since obvious vessel resi-
duals can be observed in their resulting background layer images. This observation is
consistent with the fact that some contrast agents being pushed against the vessel wall
have reduced their flow rate and behaved low-rankness property, such that these con-
trast agents remained in the backgrounds after RPCA-based decomposition.

Figure 4.7 Examples of vessel layer extraction results from synthetic data [21]. Each group of results
contains a background layer image labeled 1 and a vessel layer image labeled 2. (a-0) Synthetic XCA
image. (a-1,2) Ground truth background layer and vessel layer image. (b)�(l) Layer separation results:
(b ) Med Subtract [83]. (c) PRMF [84]. (d) MoG-RPCA [49]. (e) IALM-RPCA [51]. (f) MCR-RPCA [5].
(g) VRBC-PG-RMC. (h) VRBC-MC-NMF. (i) VRBC-ScGrassMC. (j) VRBC-LRTC [21]. (k) VRBC-tSVD. (l) VRBC-t-
TNN [21].
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In contrast, the VRBC framework embedded within all the tensor-completion
methods greatly improved the performances of vessel extraction and intensity recov-
ery. The recovered vessel intensities were further compared to those from RPCA
algorithms. Among all these algorithms, the result images of VRBC-t-TNN achieved
the best visual performances. Both the background layer images and the vessel layer
images were visually appealing and seemed to be well recovered in terms of structure
and intensity recovery. To quantitatively measure the accuracy of vessel intensity
recovery, we directly calculated the differences between the extracted vessel layers and
the ground truths. The reconstruction error of vessels is defined as follow:

Erecon 5

P
ðx;yÞAV jIresultðx; yÞ2 Igroundtruthðx; yÞÞjP

ðx;yÞAV Igroundtruthðx; yÞ
ð4:41Þ

where V denotes the vessel regions, Iresult and Igroundtruth denote the intensities of the
resulting vessel layer images and the ground truth vessel layer images, respectively. For
each synthetic XCA sequence, the Erecon of the whole sequence is calculated. Fig. 4.8
shows the general performances of different algorithms on the 10 synthetic sequences.

Figure 4.8 Erecon values in vessel regions on synthetic data [21].
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Erecon measured the vessel intensity difference between the separation result and
the ground truth. A small Erecon indicated an accurate vessel layer extraction. We can
see that VRBC framework achieved smaller Erecon values than other existing methods.
Among them, VRBC-t-TNN achieved the best performance. This Erecon evaluation
indicated that VRBC-t-TNN can accurately recover the intensities of contrast-filled
vessels from XCA images.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we demonstrated the entire framework to effectively extract the
contrast-filled vessels and their intensities from the complex and noisy backgrounds in
XCA sequences. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to perform such
complete work for the benefit of microcirculation analysis in minimally invasive vascu-
lar interventions. Current XCA-guided coronary artery revascularization via stent
implantation solely performs epicardial artery-based revascularization. However,
whether this artery revascularization could improve the distal microcirculation and
accordingly lead to a desired therapeutic effect on the acute myocardial ischemic heart
diseases is not easily evaluated in preo perative and postoperative assessment in current
vascular interventions. We hope our work could be helpful to appropriately assess the
microcirculation and other cardiovascular diseases by extracting and analyzing the het-
erogeneous XCA vessels.
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